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SATIRICAL SOUNDS

Meet Your Newest Drink
of Choice (Or 5 of The…

TOP BANDS AT ONION-SPONSORED A.V. FEST

The Best Colorado Ski
Resort You've Never H…
Blow Her Away at
Chicago's 5 Classiest…

AGONY IN SLOW
MOTION
The Secret to a Cooler
Bedroom
You, DeNiro, and Sin
City's Most Opulent Villa

With the orgy of goofy music festivals in town, it was only a matter of time before The
Onion got involved.
No, this isn't one of their fake headlines. It's the new Onion-sponsored A.V. Fest, rocking
the pavement near The Hideout this weekend.
In between food truck fare and Grolsch beers, here's the rundown on the top bands to
see.
Tokyo Police Club
If brevity is the soul of wit, this Canadian four-piece can match wits with anyone.
Clocking in at just 33 minutes, their 2010 record Champ is full of razor-sharp hooks,
perpetual handclapping, and raw rock sensibilities that morph into straight-up pop
bliss. Pounding drums, gnarling guitars, and overlapping vocal yelps in songs about a
future run by robots set the tone for this ADD-minded quartet.
Sun 7p. Sample track: "Breakneck Speed"
Disappears
Chicago's most progressive psychedelic rock band is acclaimed for legendary,
all-encompassing sensory performances that take your brain for a drive in a
convertible before dropping it off messy-haired and happy. Inserting reverb and bluesy
guitar melodies into slowly spiraling experimental soundscapes, they even recorded
album Live Over the Rainbo in an apartment above Wicker Park's hipster-friendly Rainbo
Club.
Sat 5:30p. Sample track: "Not Nothing"

TOP IN FOOD
Where to Go When You're Really,
Really Good-Looking
Trader Joe's, Meet Your Nautical M…

Hipster Fried Chicken in Ukrainian…

Call Me Lightning
Call Me Lightning's approach to rock and roll has just enough seriousness to offset their
generous servings of goof. The wise-cracking Milwaukee power trio combines sharp
rock guitars, solid drums and the screaming clarity of their lyrical cynicism with a
certain distinguished cleverness that pervades their sound. Recommended if you can't
decide whether to dance or take shots while in a pure adrenaline frenzy…or both.
Sun 1p. Sample track: "Called to the Throne"

Your St. Patrick's Day Playbook, Sir

The Poutine Burger Is Here, and It'…

Top 5 Spots to Celebrate Fat Tues…

Maps & Atlases
Originally known for precise, rapidly finger-tapped riffs and frenetic drum work, these
on-the-rise locals have greatly expanded their sound of late. Currently exploring ornate
chamber folk with unprecedented restraint and maturity, they continue to stun
audiences with a rare instrumental virtuosity within highly accessible and warmhearted
songs.
Sun 5:30p. Sample track: "Solid Ground"

A.V. Fest
Saturday & Sunday, September 10-11
Noon to 10p
Elston & Wabansia Avenues, Bucktown Industrial Corridor
avclub.com/fest
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